
                                              The Storm Is Coming!
                                                                                                                     McKana, March 9, 2022

Acts 2:17 (KJV)
And it shall come to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons 
and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream 
dreams: 
                                                       -------///////------

The visions and dreams given to us years earlier are for these days. Some of these messages shine 
brighter for the day. The Lord gives us these messages, kept deep in our memories, prompts us to 
deliver them when the time nears.
            Few of them for the time are here:-

I. The weapon display in Europe and the Storm comes here at home, from our back .
(Revelation of January 8, 2016 ~2:00AM)
We are standing in rows here in the US as spectators watching in a far distance across the Atlantic two 
military personals making aggressively, bellicose speech. It is in the middle of Europe, Italy? and some 
European country to the North East of Italy. The military personnel are showing military hardware, like
a show, a display in the center of the city, speaking with strong emotion, loud to the public.
From our back came a big frightening storm, dark cloud and heavy rain, pouring down. Heavy rain, it 
started raining, pouring down. We are trying to run to some old city whose streets go west to East, 
desperate running towards the Atlantic, across the ocean to some far destination on foot. We are very 
frightened and desperate. We were choosing streets but it is only one.
                  I have seen dark cloud hovering before. Now it is pouring down.

The message:-
This revelation is for this day.

1.We are seeing a lot of military activity, all of over Europe, specially eastern Europe and 
delivery of weapons.
2.Our focus is on what is unfolding across the Atlantic.
3.The storm is building up from our back.
4.The storm comes and it is unbearable to stand.
5.The desperation to run across the Atlantic, on foot, in fear and desperation is the message 
that the storm is strong, bad and it is here.
6.The storm manifested in rain is the storms mentioned  in the words of the prophecy.

II. “The storm is coming”
(Words given on January 1, 2017 ~8:00AM)
I heard a word saying “The storm is coming”
For we know what is to follow, time to take the warning seriously for events foretold are to unfold 
soon. Lord have mercy.

III. “A Storm is Coming!”
(Words given on July 31, 2018 2:00AM and 2:00AM
I heard “A  STORM IS COMING.” A strong very disturbing and frightening warning. I see a shaking 
on my left side, mountain collapsing and rocks falling.
After two hours, I heard the same warning “A Storm is coming!”  This time, it was too frightening. I 
woke up screaming three time “A storm is coming!!!” “It is an all out storm.”
We are warned of what is coming but when the time approaches, the fear and shock takes over. Fera 
not, the Lord is with us.



IV. “THE TIME IS NOW!!!”
(Word given on November 10, 2018 ~5:00AM
A word is give, saying:- “THE TIME IS NOW!!!”
That is here. Hallelujah!

V. Chaos, “This is what is going to happen”
(Dream-vision of January 25, 2019 ~11:45PM)
I am about to sleep, almost half gone, not fully. In my bedroom, on the wall in front of me, I see a big 
television screen. In the screen, I see a lot of people running in every direction with fear and terror.  It 
is complet, utter chaos!!! A right hand stretched out from me, pointing to the tv screen and said “This 
is what is going to happen!” I am the one speaking and the hand is coming out from my inside, the 
manifestation of the holy spirit. This was not from me and know nothing of such kind of revelation or 
seen nothing like it.
Why and from what the people are running from is not revealed to me. It was an instant but clear 
revelations.

A last “The Storm” is here!
Repent! Repent! Repent!


